EXCELLENCE IN SAFETY GLASS

Proﬁle
TOUGHGLASS-EXCELLENCE IN SAFETY GLASS
Toughglass India Pvt.Ltd., is the pioneers and industry
leaders in the field of glass supply, design and solution in
India, and a one stop shop for all glass needs like Tempered
/Toughened Glass, Bend Tempered Glass, Laminated Glass,
Insulated/ Double Glazed Glass, Digital Ceramic Printed
Glass etc. Greenfenster uPVC Doors & Windows are another
revolutionary product from Toughglass group. We have the
widest range of glass processing facilities using the most
modern high tech machines and equipment at our factories
located at Bangalore , Mumbai & Cochin.
TOUGHGLASS brand V Tuff is perhaps the most well-know glass brands in India . And
also the most advanced processing in the architectural glass . It has the fastest & widest
range of technically superior setup for all stages of glass processing.
TOUGHGLASS has been into architectural glass processing since 2004 and strong with 30
years of experience in working with glass. TOUGHGLASS is a trade & industry leaders in
its field and is actively associated with Federation of Safety Glass and a member of SGC.
With the rising demand of world class solution in architecture , TOUGHGLASS is all the
more committed to improvement of quality & processes. There are expansions already in
place at TOUGHGLASS Bangalore to be competitive in the globel markets with higher
volumes and better quality products. With the new division of GREENFENSTER DOORS &
WINDOWS and introduction of Digital Ceramic Printing “SPECTRUM DIGITAL GLASS”.
The group has truly become the one stop shop for your architectural glass needs

Infrastructure
Better Systems - Better Quality - Better Service

Glass plays a critical role in construction today. It’s quality, parameters and timely
delivery have significant bearing on the success of a project. We at Toughglass are acutely
aware of the responsibility that we shoulder. We keep refining our system and putting in
best practices that help us make better glass consistently and deliver it timely.
V Tuff have world class glass processing units in different location such as Bangalore
95000 sqft, Cochin 30000sqft and Mumbai 26000sqft. With ultra-modern equipment from
the best manufacturers in the business and floor staffs trained to make optimal use of the
new machines, we produce error free glass that stands up to any test.
We are an ISO certified company and a member of the Safe Glass Consortium. Our
processes and equipment undergo rigorous audits regularly and our systems assimilate
the best practices worldwide. We strictly adhere to the Japanese 5S system of good
manufacturing practices. We got great lengths to follow set processes that our product
and service help you better.
V Tuff believe that perfection is achive only through devine intervention but we human
can always strive for excellence. This philosophy is practiced passionately in TGI, and as
a result, we are able to provide the end product, with a touch of class.. bearing testimony
to the fact that ‘excellence in safety glass’ is not an accident but a result of PASSION and
COMMITMENT to deliver the best.

Infrastructure
Better Systems - Better Quality - Better Service

OUR VISION
To be the Market Leader in glass tempering.
To be amongst the top three companies in India glass
processing

Processing
ADVANTAGES OF V TUFF
Security:
V Tuff is much harder to break than annealed float. The noise due
to breakage is often deterrent.

Mechanical Fixing:
OUR PHILOSOPHY
We strongly in the concept of long term relationsip.
We provide complete, unstained & utmost satisfaction
to all our customers.
We believe that our employees and our patrons are
our greatest assets.

OUR GOALS
To provide technically sound cost effective solution to
the customers.
To process as per customer requirements and to
deliver in time.
To maintain a safe & clean environment.
To ensure overall development and growth of the
company & employees in particular and
society in general . And to stay ahead and maintain
status of industries leader through continuos
technical and skills development.

OUR MISSON
Develop and establish a quality working system, which
would result in quality products
To enhance customer satisfaction.
To reduce non-conformance at all stages.
To train, motivate and involve employees in activities
concerning quality and growth.

V Tuff has high mechanical strength and can therefore be used with
mechanical fixing, such as patch, spider, hinge, point and
countersunk fixing.

Strength:
V Tuff is 4 to 5 times stronger than annealed glass of the same
thickness due to the stresses induced during toughening. It also
has high thermal strength , when compared to annealed glass, can
withstand a temperature differential of 250 C and is stable in
temperatures ranging from - 70C to 300C

Safety:
In the unlikely event of V Tuff breaking it fracture into small particles
significantly reducing the risk of injury. V Tuff is a grade A safety glass
with Bureau Veritas Certification.

Quality:
Some visible defects are inherent in the glass manufacturing process
and various manufacturers have slightly differing final quality
standards.

Flatness (Bow or Wrap):
Slight distortion may occur during toughening but the distortion or
flatness is largely controllable . It will vary with substance, tint
surface treatment, size and shape of the glass. Flatness is measured
when the glass is standing on edge with a straight edge placed along
its full length and a wedge measurement taken at the centre position
TOUGHGLASS - MILESTONES

Commercial production at our Bangalore unit started in Dec-2004
Mumbai unit commissioned in 2008 Kerala unit commissioned
2011 ISO 9001 2008 Certified Company Star Rated Company by
SGC Member of Fedration of Safety Glass (FOSG)

Tempered Glass

Bend Tempered Glass

Better Strength - Greater Safety

Better Energy Efﬁciency, Green Building

Tempered glass (also known as toughened glass) is an extremely strong glass which has
been thermally heat treated to induce compressive stresses of 11000 to 20000 psi on the
surfaces and edge compression of not less than 9700 psi. Tempered glass cannot be cut
or altered and all cutting, edge grinding and holes etc. are made before tempering. TGI
has 4 glass tempering plants of various sizes, capabilities and features to be able to
temper a large range of thicknesses and sizes suitable for various applications and Low-E
Glasses. We Have the capacity to temper 3mtrs x 5mtrs jumbo size glasses as per requirements

Tempering Process
Furnace

Cooling using jets of air

V Tuff Bend & Curved Glass uses this toughening technique though a horizontal tempering
furnace while bending the glass to specific shapes. It is one of the few curved toughening
furnaces and it is the only one with a tight radius capabilities, it provides a wide range of
applications in architectural, commercial and residential installation. The capabilities
range of applications in architectural, commercial and residential installations. The
capabilities range from cylindrical single curves to complex non cylindrical with tight
radius curves and tangents. Toughglass India Pvt Ltd. , got the largest size of bending
machine in India

ADAVANTAGES
Bend or curved glass is a great alternative to the conservative rectangular design of
building as it is available in a wide range of sizes, allowing the creation of unique and
unconventional shapes. Bend glass enhances aesthetics of architectural structures.

APPLICATIONS
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ADAVANTAGES
o

Can withstand temperature differentials 250 C . Will break into small, relatively harmless
fragments. This substantially reduces the likelihood of injury to people as there are no
jagged edges or sharps corners. Do not change due to tempering and remain the same as
in unprocessed glass unless laminated or double glazed.

APPLICATIONS
Curtain walls and structural glazing, bolted structural glazing, doors and partitions,
furniture, shower installations, automobiles and railways, kitchen appliances, lighting
fixtures, ships and boats, fire knockout windows, etc.

Shower enclosures, antique cabinets, display cases, conservatories, windows, shop front,
revolving doors, aquariums, partitions, balustrades, spiral staircases, barrel vaults,
overhead canopies, reception desk, segmented roof lights. etc

Laminated Glass

Insulated Glass

Better Strength - Greater Security

Better Energy Efﬁciency, Green Building

Laminated glass is two or more panes of glass with one or more layers of polyvinyl butyral
(PVB) sandwiched between them and treated. The glass panes can be basic float glass or
tempered or heat strengthened panel. If the glass is broken, fragments tend to adhere to
the PVB interlayer thereby reducing the risk of injury from falling glass and helping to
resist further impact or weather damage.It is most suitable wherever safety, security, noise
control or UV control is a requirement. The single largest use of laminated glass is in
automobile windscreens.

The Insulated glass is a prefabricated unit made of two or more glass panes, which have
been separated by an air gap and edge-sealed together. This edge seal not only binds the
individual sheets of glass together to maintain the mechanical strength of the joint but
also protects the space between the glass from outside influences. The air enclosed
between the two glass panes is dried with a desiccant. Because of the low heat conductivity
of the enclosed dry air between the glass panes, heat transmission through the window is
drastically reduced. Tempered, Laminated, reflective, low-E, tinted or clear glass can be
used. We specialize in DGU for bolted structural glazing.

ADAVANTAGES
Laminated glass doesn't shatter like ordinary glass. It absorbs impact, resists penetration
and remains in glazing even if broken. Laminated glass resists intrusion because the
interlayer continues to safeguard the building even after the glass itself is broken. In
multiple configurations, it can even resist bullets, heavy objects or small explosions. Glass
is an excellent barrier to noise.
Glass screens out 99% of the sun's damaging rays,
protecting interior furnishing, displays or merchandise from fading effects of UV radiation.
It retains its color and strength for the life of the building, yet is as easily cleaned as any
conventional glass. While standard laminated glass doesn’t meet code requirements for
fire-resistant glass, it will not disintegrate readily when exposed to heat, so it confines the
fire longer, giving more time for evacuation and control of the fire.

ADAVANTAGES
Looks no different to other types of insulation glazing. Lighter than triple glazed insulated
units making slim frame constructions feasible. Superior insulating performance espaecially
for inclined glazing. Significantly reduces energy costs. Superior solar shading reduces
expensive cooling costs. UV protection helps reduce furnishing fading. Service life of 30-30
years. Noise reduction (up to 50% in conjunction with asymmetrical glass structures)

APPLICATIONS
Curtain wall and structural glazing, overhead glazing, sloped glazing and skylights, glass
floors, aquariums and animal observatory windows, offices, hotel and restaurant, hospital,
libraries and museums, airport terminals, residences and apartment buildings. Wherever
noise is a problem, we recommend Acoustic Control Glass. High security places, for
example - bank, teller and drive - through windows, ticket windows, gas stations, currency
exchanges, armored vehicles, jewellery shops & burglar resistant showcases, embassies, etc.

Security: Laminated glass offers greater protection for
people and property by providing an effective barrier
from attach. Although the glass will break it hit with a
hammer, brick or smaller object, the inner layer can
resist penetration, ensuring any attempt to enter a
premises will be slow and noisy.
Bullet Resisitand : V Tuff Bullet Proof glass is a laminated glass made in a laminated glass made in a multi
laminated process, which laminated various thicknesses of glass to meet various weapons ballistics tests
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APPLICATIONS
Curtain wall and structural glazing, overhead glazing, sloped glazing and skylights, glass
floors, aquariums and animal observatory windows, offices, hotels and restaurants, hospital,
libraries and museums, airport terminals, residences and apartment buildings.
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Spectrum Digital Glass to achieve

‘Your Imagination limits’ in digital ceramic printing.
Digital ceramic printing is an unmatched process technology. Distinctive and lasting
impression on building . In modern architecture, glass is increasingly used a decorative
material also. There are no end to the possibilities of patterns or designs and colours with
regard to screen printing which enable a perfect application to the expectation of the
client. High resistance to weather and chemicals. Multi-color printing in a single pass.
Process: When using ceramic frit based inks, the glass is fired or tempered to fuse the inks
with the glass. Due to the extreme temperature of this process there is first a decomposition of organic additives and binders of the ink. Next there is a fusion of the frit to the
substrate and pigments followed by the expulsion of voids to give a compacted structure.
Lastly there is a formation of a surface with the desire properties. A successful firing of the
glass and ceramic ink will result in a bubble free layer of constant thickness and
homogeneous pigment dispersion within the glass.

KEY ADAVANTAGES
Special effects can be created by applying solid and translucent layers of ink, Edge to Edge
Printing, Ceramic inks in a wide range of colours usable for indoor as well as outdoor
application. etc.

APPLICATIONS
Glass facades of building and skylights, filling railings and balconies, internal wall and door
systems, glass stairs, table tops, shower cabins, show room partitions etc.
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CHURCH (stainless model)
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UPVC ToughGlass started producing high quality UPVC Windows
and Door frames at Kerala Factories under the brand name
GREENFENSTER. This is arevolution in the field of infrastructure
development is an alternative to wood and helps green
enviornment. It is Weather resistant,Maintenance free,high
security,water resistant,long life. AND customised designs
GREENFENSTER uPVC Doors & Windows, is an alternate to
wood which in turn controls deforestation and helps green
environment. GREENFENSTER sources profile from Europe to
maintain high quality and strength. GREENFENSTER uses uPVC
blend of the highest impact resistance grade, especially suitable
for tropical climates. The window profiles do not rot, corrode or
brittle even under extreme conditions. The profile are steel
reinforced for maximum strength, security and durability.
The unique formula and profile structure design meet the
highest requirements. Besides aesthetic viewpoints, these
include peak technical and physical performance values and
an extremely long life while at the same time requiring
minimal care and maintenance.

ADAVANTAGES
Weather resistant
Maintenance Free
High security
High sound insulation
Flame retardant
High life span
Termite resistant
Water resistant
Wind resistant
Corrosian resistant
Stylish looks
100% recyclable
Customised designs
Monsoon-proof
Termite-proof
Energy saving
Efficient thermal insulation
Longer life than other alternatives
uPVC doors & windows are sound-proof

Your window. Your world.

D I G I TA L

uPVC Doors & Windows

Your window. Your world.

uPVC Doors & Windows
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For GREENFENSTER uPVC Windows & Doors Contact: 09895392658

